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The Whale A Bright New
The dispatches from a new buoy 23 miles off the coast of Ocean City, Maryland, could be nothing more than noise from passing ships or rough waves. But they could be whales. It’s up to researchers at ...

New UMD buoy could help scientists protect whales from wind farm construction off the coast of Ocean City
The University of Maryland has equipped buoys with sensors to detect passing whales, with the intention of asking nearby ships to slow down or heavy construction to stop. In time, companies may ...

UMD Deploys High-Tech Buoys to Study and Protect Whales
For a creature who nobody’s seen — no human, anyway — the whale known as 52 has quite a following. In an unexpected bonus of Cold War counterintelligence, its vocalizations, at a unique-to ...

‘The Loneliest Whale: The Search for 52’: Film Review
Whale-watchers off the coast of Japan could scarcely believe their eyes after catching sight of two rare white orcas swimming together as part of the same pod. The orcas were spotted during a ...

You wait ages for a white whale…then TWO come along! Stunned animal-watchers spot a PAIR of rare orcas off the coast of Japan
Surfers near Sydney, Australia, were greeted by an endangered southern right whale and her calf recently as they rode ... a suburb of Sydney in New South Wales. She said the whales remained for two ...

Momma, baby whale join surfers in lineup; a ‘surreal’ encounter
However, if said waterfall is a cascading virtual stunner flowing through one of the most iconic locations on the planet, well, you may want to give that rule a second thought. (At least for a quick ...

Watch a 350-foot virtual waterfall cascade down One Times Square
Rather than resigning himself to an unseen position, Zeman is not only the narrator but also the force that materialized a new expedition to search for the elusive 52. For years, the notion that this ...

‘The Loneliest Whale’ Film Review: Doc Explores the Universal Need to Be Understood
A student film project at Duke’s Center for Documentary Studies (CDS) was turned this week into a 12-minute opinion video for the New York Times ... where my visual disability shone bright for all to ...

How Life Looks Through 'My Whale Eyes'
The reason for this is a little unclear from this partial view, which shows the bright central region ... NGC 4631 (otherwise known as The Whale Galaxy) and NGC 4627 (a small elliptical). Galactic ...

As Seen From Hubble: the Hockey Stick Galaxy
It’s not too late! Create your own private oasis in a flash with these easy and affordable tips from design experts. The post 40 Inspiring Patio Decor Ideas That Are Still in Stock appeared first on ...

40 Inspiring Patio Decor Ideas That Are Still in Stock
It’s not a new myth. It’s here to stay.” ‘There are so many sides to a mermaid’ She fantasized about becoming a whale as a child. She’d end up a lawyer, instead. “When I was a kid ...

Making a splash: Diving into Las Vegas’ growing mermaid culture
Organisers of the Edinburgh International Film Festival have pledged the event will be a “safe celebration of cinema” when it makes a comeback with programme boasting 31 world premieres and 36 outdoor ...

Edinburgh International Film Festival reveals line-up of 31 premieres for ‘safe celebration of cinema’
Rego’s “Midnight Moby” features the creature swimming under a full moon surrounded by a school of bright ... A Whale’s Tale” is on display at Gallery X, 169 William St., New Bedford ...

A whale's tale: Melville-inspired 'Moby Show' exhibit on display at Gallery X
A new National Geographic Wild series titled Shark ... Qatar is home to one of the planet’s largest aggregations of whale sharks. Each year, hundreds congregate in the Al Shaheen region.

Sharks: Demystifying a misunderstood actor in the marine ecosystem
Will is back in New Bedford, taking the wheel at Cultivator Shoals, helping out with Original Kitchen and Bar in Dartmouth and the Whale's Tail clam bar. He's got plenty of ideas for New Bedford's ...
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